A first-principles examination of the asymmetric induction model in the binap/Rh(I)-catalysed 1,4-addition of phenylboronic acid to cyclic enones by density functional theory calculations.
First-principles modelling of the diastereomeric transition states in the enantiodiscrimination stage of the catalytic cycle can reveal intimate details about the mechanism of enantioselection. This information can be invaluable for further improvement of the catalytic protocols by rational design. Herein, we present a density functional theory (IEFPCM/PBE0/DGDZVP level of theory) modelling of the carborhodation step for the asymmetric 1,4-arylation of cyclic α,β-unsaturated ketones mediated by a [(binap)Rh(I)] catalyst. The calculations completely support the older, qualitative, pictorial model predicting the sense of the asymmetric induction for both the chelating diphosphane (binap) and the more recent chiral diene (Phbod) ligands, while also permitting quantification of the enantiomeric excess (ee). The effect of dispersion interaction correction and basis sets has been also investigated. Dispersion-corrected functionals and solvation models significantly improve the predicted ee values.